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A comparative analysis of many well-known formulas for Darcy friction factor was carried out to 
determine accuracy and computational costs. To ensure a smooth transition from laminar flow to 
turbulent a cubic interpolation algorithm proposed to cover critical zone.
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Introduction
The core of all known methods of analyzing the hydrodynamic state in regulated pipeline 
systems are methods of calculating flow distribution [1], [2], and all of them require calculation 
of hydraulic friction factor λ, which depends on the surface of the pipe wall, and the flow mode of 
the liquid. Determination of λ in the critical zone between laminar and transitional flows (Fig. 1) 
is related to certain difficulties. The goal of this article is to systematize the known methods of 
calculating λ and offer readers a general approach to the definition of λ on the whole range of 
Reynolds numbers.
Models and algorithms used
Head loss in a steady flow of liquid in round pressure pipes is calculated using Darcy-Weisbach 
equation 
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A comparative analysis of many well-known formulas for Darcy friction factor was carried out to 
determine accuracy and computational costs. To ensure a smooth transition from laminar flow to 
turbulent a cubic interpolation algorithm proposed to cover critical zone. 




The core of all known methods of analyzing the hydrodynamic state in regulated pipeline 
systems are methods of calculating flow distribution [1], [2], and all of them require calculation of 
hydraulic friction factor �, which depends on the surface of the pipe wall, and the flow mode of the 
liquid. Determination of � in the critical zone between laminar and transitional flows (Fig. 1) is 
related to certain difficulties. The goal of this article is to systematize the known methods of 
calculating � and offer readers a general approach to the definition of � on the whole range of 
Reynolds numbers. 
Models and algorithms used 
Head loss in a steady flow of liquid in round pressure pipes is calculated using Darcy-








where �, ���� – length and inner pipe diameter, m; ∑� – sum of minor loss coefficients; � – velocity 
of fluid, m/s; � – gravitational acceleration, m/s2. 
Equation (1) obviously shows importance of valid definition of friction factor, which has at 
least the same impact weight as length of a pipe. When ∑� � � deviations of both � and � have 
linear impact on total headloss. 
 (1)
where l,dint – le gth and inner pipe diameter, m; Σξ – sum f m nor loss c efficients; v – velocity of 
fluid, m/s; 
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here �, ���� – length and i ner pipe diam ter, m; ∑� – sum of minor loss coefficient ; � – velo ity 
of fluid, m/s; � – gravitational acceleration, m/s2. 
Equation (1) bviously shows importance of valid defi ition of friction factor, which has at 
least the sa e impact weight as length of a pipe. When ∑ � � deviati ns f both � and � have 
linear impac  on total headloss. 
 gravi ational acceleration, m/s2.
Equ n (1) obviously shows importance of val d definition f friction factor, which has at least 
the s  pact weight as length of a pi . en Σξ = 0 deviations of both λ and l have linear impact 
o  total headloss.
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For laminar flow, with small Reynolds number Re < 2300, headloss depends on physical properties 
of fluid (viscosity and density) and its velocity, and does not depend on pipe inner walls roughness 
height, hydraulic friction factor is given by Poiseuille equation (1840)
 
Fig. 1 – Classical Moody chart for friction factor as function of ��������� and �� reproduced with 
proposed model for critical zone  
 
For laminar flow, with small Reynolds number �� � ����, headloss depends on physical 
properties of fluid (viscosity and density) and its velocity, and does not depend on pipe inner walls 
roughness height, hydraulic friction factor is given by Poiseuille equation (1840) 
� � �����. (2)
For turbulent flow in smooth pipes (the roughness of inner tube surface covered with 
laminar sublayer) Blasius (1913) equation can be used, which is valid for ���� � �� � 1����� 
� � ���1�� ������⁄ . (3)
For hydraulically smooth pipes Prandtl (1932) proposed formula 
1
√�
� � ����� √�� � ���. (4)
For hydraulically smooth pipes also known Altshul equation (�� � 104) 
� � 1 �1��� ���� � 1�����⁄ (5)
and Nikuradse equation (�� � 105) 
 (2)
For turbulent flow in smooth pipes (the roughness of inner tube surface covered with laminar 
sublayer) Blasius (1913) equation can be used, which is valid for 4000 ≤ Re ≤ 100000
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For hydraulically smooth pipes a so known Altshul equation (Re ≥ 104)
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an  Nik radse equation (Re ≥ 105)
� � �,���2 � �,221 Re�,���⁄ . (6)
Colebrook-White (1939) equation describes behaviour of hydraulic friction factor with 
�� � ���� in conduits that are flowing completely full of fluid for smooth and rough pipes. 
1
√�







where �� – roughness height of inner tube surface, m. 
Because of implicit nature of Colebrook equation (7) � is obtained either numerically, or by 
composing approximation formulas. Recently, the Lambert W function was used to get explicit 
form of (7). 
For transition zone of turbulent flow between smooth and rough pipes Altshul equation can 
be used in hydraulic calculations of thermal pipeline networks 












�1,1� � 2�� ������
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� (9)
and Shifrinson formula 






Some of the other most known equations for friction factor are: 
− Moody equation (1947) 









− Wood equation (1966) 

















Colebrook-White (1939) equation describes behaviour of hydraulic friction factor with Re > 4000 
in conduits that are flowing completely full of fluid for smooth and rough pipes.
 
Fig. 1 – Classical Moody chart for friction factor as function of ��������� and �� reproduced with 
proposed model for critical zone  
 
For laminar flow, with small Reynolds number �� � ����, headloss depends on physical 
properties of fluid (visc sity and density) and its velocity, and oes not depend on pipe inner walls 
roughness heig t, hydraulic fricti n factor is given by Poiseuill  equation (1840) 
� � �����. (2)
For turbulent flow in smooth pipes (the roughness of inner tube surface covered with 
laminar sublayer) Blasius (1913) equation can be used, which is valid for ���� � �� � 1����� 
� � ���1�� ������⁄ . (3)
For hydraulically smooth ip s Prandtl (1932) proposed formula 
1
√
� � ����� √�� � ���. (4)
For hydraulically smooth pipes also known Altshul equation (�� � 104) 
� � 1 �1��� ���� 1�����⁄ (5)
and Nikuradse equation (�� � 105) 
Fig. 1. Classical Moody chart for friction factor as function of k_e/d_int and Re reproduced with proposed model 
for critical zone 
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� � �,���2 � �,221 Re�,���⁄ . (6)
Colebrook-White (1939) equation describes behaviour of hydraulic friction factor with 
�� � ���� in conduits that are flowing completely full of fluid for smooth and rough pipes. 
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where �� – roughness height of inner tube surface, m. 
Because of implicit nature of Colebrook equation (7) � is obtained either numerically, or by 
composing approximation formulas. Recently, the Lambert W function was used to get explicit 
form of (7). 
For transition zone of turbulent flow between smooth and rough pipes Altshul equation can 
be used in hydraulic calculations of thermal pipeline networks 
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where kв – roug ness height of inner tube surface, m.
Because of implicit nature of Colebrook equation (7) λ is obtained either numerically, or by 
composing approximation formulas. Recently, the Lambert W function was used to get explicit form 
of (7).
For transition zone of turbulent flow between smooth and rough pipes Altshul equation can be 
used in hydraulic calculations of thermal pipeline networks
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For turbulent zone in the area of quadratic law of flow Prandtl-Nik radse formula can be used
� � �,���2 � �,221 Re�,���⁄ . (6)
Colebrook-White (1939) equation describes behaviour of hydraulic friction factor with 
�� � ���� in conduits that are flowing completely full of fluid for smooth and rough pipes. 
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where �� – roughness height of inner tube surface, m. 
Because of implicit nature of Colebrook equation (7) � is obtained either numerically, or by 
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form of (7). 
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Colebrook-White (1939) equation describes behaviour of hydraulic friction factor with 
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where �� – roughness height of inner tube surface, m. 
Because of implicit nature of Colebrook equation (7) � is obtained either numerically, or by 
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S m  of the other mos  known equations for friction factor are:
− M ody equation (1947)
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Colebrook-White (1939) equation describes behaviour of hydraulic friction factor with 
�� � ���� in conduits that are flowing completely full of fluid for smooth and rough pipes. 
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where �� – roughness height of inner tube surface, m. 
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− another Churchill equation (1977) 



























− Chen equation (1979) 
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− Eck equation (1973)
where 
ψ � 1,6� � �����
�,���
; (13)
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− Jain and Swamee equation (1976)
where 
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; (13)
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− Jain equation (1976)
where 
ψ � 1,6� � �������
�,���
; (13)
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Didier Clamond [3] proposed (2009) a special algorithm of iterative calculation of �, which 
gives accuracy close to limits of computer type double after two iterations. It requires calculation of 
logarithm once for initial estimation and one time per iteration. 
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Hydraulic regime in critical zone is neither laminar, nor turbulent. It is complex and unstable, 
and thus, there are no formulas to describe friction factor for this zone. It is often suggested to 
exclude calculations in this area. However, sustainable mathematical model requires smooth and 
continuous functions. To solve this problem we can construct interpolation curve between two 
regimes – laminar and turbulent. Dunlop cubic interpolation for 2000 � �� � 4000  is widely 
adopted, with its coefficients set  to match boundary equations of Poiseiulle for laminar flow and 
Swamee-and-Jain for turbulent. 
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continuous functions. To s lve this pr blem we can construct interpolati  curve between two 
regim s – laminar and turbulent. Dunlop cubic interpolation for 2000 � �� � 4000  is wid ly 
adopted, with its coefficients set  to match b undary qu tions of Poiseiulle for la inar flow and 
Swamee-and-Jain for turb lent. 
λ � ��1 � R ��2 � R ��3 � �4� � �, (71)
where 
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Hydraulic regime in critical zone is neither laminar, nor turbulent. It is complex and unstable, 
and thus, there are no formulas to describe friction factor for this zone. It is often suggested to 
exclude c lculations in this area. However, sustainable mathematical model requires smooth and 
continuous functions. To solve hi  problem we can co struct interpolation curve betw en two 
regimes – mi ar and turbulent. Dunlop cubic interpola ion for 2000 � �� � 4000  is wi ely
adopted, with its coefficients set to match boundary equations of P iseiulle for lam nar flo  and 
Swamee-and-Jain for t l t. 
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Goal setting 
Instability of hydraulic regime in critical zone does not allow analytical definition of friction 
factor, which is why it is often suggested to exclude this regime from calculations. But, if we build 
mathematical software to calculate flow distribution in complex pipeline networks, we prefer 
smooth and continuous functions. 
Main goal of mathematical modeling of � in critical zone is building interpolation curve 
between laminar flow and transition zone of turbulent flow. 
Technique of calculation of hydraulic friction factor 
A comparative analysis of existing formulas for Darcy friction factor for turbulent regime 
was carried out. Value of hydraulic friction factor, calculated by known formulas was substituted to 
original Colebrook-White equation (7), and absolute mean square deviation is shown on series of 
plots in Fig. 2-6. Results show that lowest deviation (highest accuracy) gives Clamond method. 
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Instability of hydraulic regime in critical zone does not allow analytical definition of friction 
factor, which is why it is often suggested to exclude this regime from calculations. But, if we build 
mathematical software to calculate flow distribution in complex pipeline networks, we prefer smooth 
and continuous functions.
Main goal of mathematical modeling of λ in critical zone is building interpolation curve between 
laminar flow and transition zone of turbulent flow.
Tech ique of calculation of hydra lic friction factor
A comparative analysis of existing formulas for Darcy friction factor for turbulent regime was 
carried out. Value of hydraulic friction factor, calculated by known formulas was substituted to original 
Colebrook-White equation (7), and absolute mean square deviation is shown on series of plots in fig. 
2-6. Results show that lowest deviation (highest accuracy) gives Clamond method.
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Fig. 2. Absolute mean square deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,05
 
Fig. 3 – Absolute mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????
 
Fig. 4 – Absolute mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????? 
 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 3. Absolute mean square deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,01  
Fig. 3 – Absolute mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????
 
Fig. 4 – Absolute mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????? 
 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 4. Absolute mean square deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,001
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Fig. 3 – Absolute mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????
 
Fig. 4 – Absolute mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????? 
 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 5. Absolute mean square deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,0001
Fig. 6. Absolute mean square deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,000001 
 
Fig. 6 – Absolute mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???????? 
 
It is clear that Clamond method gives highest accuracy for all ranges of ??? ? ?????? . 
Second place goes to method of Goudar and Sonnad (2008), in the smooth pipes zone it gives 
almost identical accuracy, and for the rest of turbulent flow its absolute mean square deviation is 3 
degrees higher. It should be noted that both methods provide much better accuracy than rest of 
researched functions. 
Relative CPU time was also compared. Code for SciLab was written for all functions and 
the required computational time was measured using timer() function. Figure 7 shows bar-plot with 













































































































































































































































































































It is clear that Clamond method gives highest accuracy for all ranges of k_e / d_int . Second 
place goes to method of Goudar and Sonnad (2008), in the smooth pipes zone it g v almos identical 
accuracy, and for the rest of turbulent flow its absol te mean square deviation is 3 degrees higher. It 
should be noted that both methods provide much better accuracy than rest of researched functions.
Relative CPU time was also compared. Code for SciLab was written for all functions and the 
required computational time was measured using timer() function. Figure 7 shows bar-plot with results 
expressed in percents.
Results, obtained from Clamond method,  were treated as the most accurate, and other results 
were compared to them afterwards. Relative deviation 
 
Fig. 7 – Relative CPU time to compute friction factor 
 
Results, obtained from Clamond method,  were treated as the most accurate, and other 
results were compared to them afterwards. Relative deviatio ??? ????????????
????????
? ? ????  is shown 
on series of plots on figures 8-22. Five series of calculation were made for different ?? /???? : 
0,000001; 0,0001; 0,001; 0,01; 0,05. To provide a better overview and innerview of results each of 
the plots is introduced in three scales – fullscale and zoomed (with relative deviation axis upper 
























































































































































































































 is shown on series of 
plots on figures 8-22. Five series of calculation were made for different kв/ dint: 0,000001; 0,0001; 0,001; 
0,01; 0,05. To provide a better overview and innerview of results each of the plots is introduced in three 
scales – fullscale and zoomed (with relative deviation axis upper limit set to 10% and to 1%).
These plots (figures 8-22) provide an interesting insight on behavior of different equations for 
hydraulic friction factor, but still does not give a clear criteria to consider accuracy. That criteria would 
be mean square deviation of given results from ideal (which is Clamond solution in our case). Futher 
calculations were carried out and results are shown on bar-plots in figures 23-27.
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Fig. 7 – Relative CPU time to compute friction factor 
 
Results, obtained from Clamond method,  were treated as the most accurate, and other 
results were compared to them afterwards. Relative deviation ??? ????????????
????????
? ? ????  is shown 
on series of plots on figures 8-22. Five series of calculation were made for different ?? /???? : 
0,000001; 0,0001; 0,001; 0,01; 0,05. To provide a better overview and innerview of results each of 
the plots is introduced in three scales – fullscale and zoomed (with relative deviation axis upper 
























































































































































































































Fig. 7. Relative CPU time to compute friction factor
One way to describe λ in critical zone (fig. 1) is to build cubic interpolation function. There is 
widely adopted cubic in erpolation developed by Dunlop. He took Poiseuille equation for laminar flow 
and Swamee-and-Jain equation for turbulent flow as boundary conditions.
In order to provide smooth transition from laminar regime to turbulent using more accurate 
solution of Colebrook-White equation given by Clamond we propose use of general cubic interpolation 
polynomial, which allows setting any functi ns as boundary conditions..
General cubic interpolation polynomial is given as
 
Fig. 27 – Mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???????? 
One way to describe ? in critical zone (Fig. 1) is  build cubic interpolation fu ction. There 
is wi ely a opted cubic interpolation developed by Dunlop. He to  is uille equation for laminar 
flow and Swamee-and-Jain equation for turbulent flow as boundary conditions. 
In order to provide smooth transition from laminar regime to turbulent using more accurate 
solution of Colebrook-White equation given by Clamond we propose use of general cubic 
interpolation polynomial, which allows setting any functions as boundary conditions.. 
General cubic interpola ion polynomial is given as 
  ??????? ? ??? ? ???? ? ??? ? ???? ? ??? ? ??? ? ? ? ?  (81)














































































































































































































































































We need to solve the following system of equations to fi  fficients a, b, c, d.
 
Fig. 27 – Mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???? ?  
One way to describe ? in critical zone (Fig. 1) is to build cubic interpolation functio . There 
is widely adopted cubic interpolation developed by Dunlop. He took Poiseuille equation for laminar 
flow and Swamee-and-Jain equation for turbulent flow as boundary conditions. 
In order to provide sm oth transition fro  lamin r regime to turbulent using m re accurate 
solution of Colebro k-White equation given by Cl m d w  propose use of general cubic 
interpolation polynomial, which allows setting any function  as boundary conditions.. 
General cubic interpolation polynomial is give  as 
  ??????? ? ??? ? ?? ? ? ? ??? ? ??? ? ??? ?   (81)














































































































































































































































































Solving system of equations (82) for a, b, c, d gives:
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It is widely accepted in hydraulic calculations that critical zone lays in ���� � �� � ����, 
which is why �� � ����, �� � ����. 
Differential can be computed numerically 
  ����� �
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�� .  (87) 
Conclusion 
Results of comparative analysis provide engineers and software developers a clear choice of 
method to choose based on accuracy (figures 23-27) and computational time (Fig. 7) 
Method of Clamond to solve Colebrook-White equations clearly sets aside from other 
methods because of its constant highly accurate results for all ranges of Reynolds number and 
���������. 
We propose easy to use algorithm of cubic interpolation for critical zone, which provides 
smooth transition and allows using any chosen functions as boundary. 
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Fig. 8. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,05
 Fig. 9 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???? (upper limit set to 10 %)
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Fig. 9. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,05 (upper limit set to 10 %)
 
Fig. 9 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ???? (upper limit set to 10 %)
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Fig. 10. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,05 (upper limit set to 1 %)
Fig. 13. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,01 (upper limit set to 1 %)
 
Fig. 11 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???? 
 
Fig. 12 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???? (upper limit set to 10 %)
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Fig. 11. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,01
 
Fig. 11 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???? 
 
Fig. 12 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???? (upper limit set to 10 %)
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Fig. 12. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,01 (upper limit set to 10 %)
 
Fig. 11 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???? 
 
Fig. 12 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???? (upper limit set to 10 %)
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Fig. 14. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,001
 
Fig. 14 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????? 
 
Fig. 15 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????? (upper limit set to 10 %) 
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Fig. 15. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,001 (upper limit set to 10 %)
 
Fig. 14 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????? 
 
Fig. 15 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????? (upper limit set to 10 %) 
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Fig. 16. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,001 (upper limit set to 1 %)
 
Fig. 14 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????? 
 
Fig. 15 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????? (upper limit set to 10 %) 
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Fig. 17. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,0001
 
Fig. 17 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ?????? 
 
Fig. 18 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ?????? (upper limit set to 10 %) 
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Fig. 18. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,0001 (upper limit set to 10 %)
 
Fig. 17 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ?????? 
 
Fig. 18 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ?????? (upper limit set to 10 %) 
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Fig. 19. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,0001 (upper limit set to 1 %)
 
Fig. 17 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ?????? 
 
Fig. 18 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ?????? (upper limit set to 10 %) 
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Fig. 20. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,000001
 
Fig. 20 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???????? 
 
Fig. 21 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???????? (upper limit set to 10 %) 
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Fig. 21. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,000001 (upper limit set to 10 %)
 
Fig. 20 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???????? 
 
Fig. 21 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???????? (upper limit set to 10 %) 
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Fig. 22. Relative deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,000001 (upper limit set to 1 %)
 
Fig. 20 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???????? 
 
Fig. 21 – Relative deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???????? (upper limit set to 10 %) 
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These plots (figures 8-22) provide an interesting insight on behavior of different equations 
for hydraulic friction factor, but still does not give a clear criteria to consider accuracy. That criteria 
would be mean square deviation of given results from ideal (which is Clamond solution in our case). 
Futher calculations were carried out and results are shown on bar-plots in figures 23-27. 
 
Fig. 23 – Mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???? 
  






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 23. Mean square deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,05
These plots (figures 8-22) provide an interesting insight on behavior of different equations 
for hydraulic friction factor, but still does not give a clear criteria to consider accuracy. That criteria 
would be mean square deviation of given results from ideal (which is Clamond solution in our case). 
Futher calculations were carried out and results are shown on bar-plots in figures 23-27. 
 
Fig. 23 – Mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???? 
  






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 24. Mean square deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,01
 Fig. 25 – Mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????? 
 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 25. Mean square deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,001  
Fig. 25 – Mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ????? 
 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 26. Mean square deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,0001 
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It is widely accepted in hydraulic calculations that critical zone lays in ���� � �� � ����, 
which is why �� � ����, �� � ����. 
Differential can be computed numerically 
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Conclusion 
Results of comparative analysis provide engineers and software developers a clear choice of 
method to choose based on accuracy (figures 23-27) and computational time (Fig. 7) 
Method of Clamond to solve Colebrook-White equations clearly sets aside from other 
methods because of its constant highly accurate results for all ranges of Reynolds number and 
���������. 
We propose easy to use algorithm of cubic interpolation for critical zone, which provides 
smooth transition and allows using any chosen functions as boundary. 
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It is widely accepted in hydraulic calculations that critical zone lays in 2000 < Re < 4000, which 
is why x1 = 2000, x2 = 4000.
Differential can be computed numerically
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Results of comparative analysis provide engineers and software developers a clear choice of 
method to choose based on accuracy (figures 23-27) and computational time (Fig. 7) 
Method of Clamond to solve Colebrook-White equations clearly sets aside from other 
methods because of its constant highly accurate results for all ranges of Reynolds number and 
���������. 
We propose easy to use algorithm of cubic interpolation for critical zone, which provides 
smooth transition and allows using any chosen functions as boundary. 
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Conclusion
Results of comparative analysis provide engineers and software developers a clear choice of 
method to choose based on accuracy (figures 23-27) and computational time (fig. 7)
Method of Clamond to solve Colebrook-White equations clearly sets aside from other methods 
because of its constant highly accurate results for all ranges of Reynolds number and k_e / d_int.
We propose easy to use algorithm of cubic interpolation for critical zone, which provides smooth 
transition and allows using any chosen functions as boundary.
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Fig. 27. Mean square deviation for k_e / d_int = 0,000001  
Fig. 27 – Mean square deviation for ??? ? ?????? ? ???????? 
One way to describe ? in critical zone (Fig. 1) is to build cubic interpolation function. There 
is widely adopted cubic interpolation developed by Dunlop. He t ok Poiseuille equation for laminar 
flow and Swamee-and-Jain equation for turbulent flow as boundary conditions. 
In order to provide smooth transition from laminar regime to turbulent using more accurate 
solution of Colebrook-White equation given by Clamond we propose use of general cubic 
interpolation polynomial, which allows setting any functions as boundary conditions.. 
General cubic interpolation polynomial is given as 
  ??????? ? ??? ? ???? ? ??? ? ???? ? ??? ? ??? ? ? ? ?  (81)
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Определение коэффициента  
гидравлического трения  
в трубопроводных системах
А.Ю. Липовка, Ю.Л. Липовка
Сибирский федеральный университет, 
Россия, 660041, Красноярск, пр. Свободный, 79
Выполнен сравнительный анализ многих известных формул для определения коэффициента 
гидравлического трения в трубах с точки зрения точности и скорости расчета. Для 
обеспечения плавного перехода от ламинарного режима к переходному в критической зоне 
предложен алгоритм кубической интерполяции общего вида. 
Ключевые слова: коэффициент гидравлического трения, критическая зона, трубопроводные 
системы, интерполяция.
